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Is there a more romantic destination than a beach? Is there a more exquisite experience than the

journey of love and passion? The road of loving and being loved is one we will all walk. Once

Cupidâ€™s arrows have hit, all we want is to escape the ordinary and live a romantic, beautiful, and

carefree life with our partner. Thatâ€™s why the Poet has chosen that endless ocean horizon to

travel alongside. With the sun beaming down and your lover by your side, it is nothing short of

paradise. But life is short, and good times are like the dusk: It doesnâ€™t last forever. Within these

pages are a collection of romantic poems penned on sandy beaches, straight from the heart. Yet

these verses donâ€™t just offer beautiful words, but also a chance to relive your most passionate

moments. So gather your lover close, delve inside, and discover how high desire can soar, how

vibrant the oceans are, and how poignant love poems can be!
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I finished Feng Zhou's Find Yourself and, because I loved it, didn't even wait a day before I bought

this collection, sat down, and read it all at once.If you're interested, you can read the review I left for

Find Yourself. It mentions some similarities, like a forward by the author which delves deeply into his

perspective on poetry. I did neglect to mention previously that there is a click-able Table of Contents



in both books so you can navigate to your favorites with ease. I'll move on now to this particular

collection and spell out the goodness within.As the title suggests, By the Sea is filled with prose

about love, longing, and lust. Your mind overflows with the vivid scenes Feng Zhou paints and the

emotions they invoke. At times you'll experience a pure, eternal passion, and in others the yearning

for such. He writes often of unrequited love and I like to imagine his muse is tethered by a thin

silvery string which transverses the ocean, their souls bound together in eternity.While each poem

was a pleasure to experience, a few resounded in such a way they found a nook in my heart. "I So

Yearn for That Kind of Time" is a splendid example. A couple embarks for a day at sea, where they

reminisce about the past, present, future. They share once youthful dreams and how reality altered

them. They laugh; live in the moment completely, allowing the day,and then the sunset, to come to

them. The narrator longs for that memory, though he hasn't experienced it. I think it's a perfect

reading for couples celebrating an anniversary; the day where they make promises for the next one

to be better. Inevitably they get caught up in the rat race, and a yearning for that kind of time gets

filed away. A gentle reminder it's never too late to seize the day.I read "I am?
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